
Friday Focus 

     Vocabulary refers to the 

words we must know to com-

municate effectively. In gen-

eral, it can be described as oral 

or reading. Oral vocabulary re-

fers to words that we use in 

speaking or recognize in listen-

ing. Reading vocabulary refers to 

words we recognize or use in 

print. (Put Reading First) Vocab-

ulary is crucial to the compre-

hension process. (National Read-

ing Project) 

     As educators, we must em-

brace the challenge of engaging 

our students in increasing their 

word knowledge if we are to 

help them understand the texts 

placed before them and in order 

to make them effective commu-

nicators. 

     One of the most important 

considerations when selecting 

words to teach directly is the 

utility of knowing the word.  Re-

search suggests we consider 

grouping into 3 tiers:            

 Research shows a stu-

dent in the 50th percentile in 

terms of ability to comprehend 

the subject matter taught in 

school, with no direct vocabulary 

instruction, scores in the 50th 

percentile ranking. The same stu-

dent, after specific content-area 

terms have been taught in a spe-

cific way, raises his/her compre-

hension ability to the 83rd percen-

tile. (Marzano)  
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Vocabulary Instruction Increases Comprehension 

Step One žGive a description, explanation, or example of the 

new term. 

Step Two žAsk the learner to give a description, or example of  

the new term in his/her own words. 

Step Three žAsk the learner to draw a picture, symbol, or locate 

a graphic to represent the new term. 

Step Four žLearner will participate in activities that provide 

more knowledge of the words in their vocabulary 

notebooks. 

Step Five žLearner will discuss the term with other learners. 

Step Six žLearner will participate in games that provide more                  

reinforcement of the new term. 

Marzano’s Method of Vocabulary Instruction 

The Value of Word Walls 

 A word wall is an organized collection of words promi-

nently displayed in a classroom. Word walls teach children to rec-

ognize and spell high frequency words, see patterns and relation-

ship in words, facilitate word analysis, and help create a word-rich 

environment. Word walls also provide reference support for chil-

dren during reading and writing activities. They provide a visual 

map to help children remember connections between words and the 

characteristics that will help them form categories. They develop 

a growing core of words that become part of a reading and writing 

vocabulary. Children learn to be independent as they use the word 

walls in daily activities.  

 Effective word walls are: interactive, relevant, 

evolving, purposeful, and student-centered. The key to suc-

cess with word walls is that you need to refer to them often 

so students get in the habit of using the wall in their assign-

ments. Word walls should be: student generated, not commer-

cially prepared; new information should be added on a regular 

basis; and use content-area material from the curriculum ra-

ther than randomly selected words. It's no longer enough for 

classroom walls to be attractive. A working word wall may be 

only an inanimate object, but if properly developed, it can 

bring real life to a classroom. Children who learn in a class-

room with a working word wall have a distinct advantage over 

students who don't have such a resource in their room.  
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